
ManiMe and Coca-Cola® Kick off Three-Year
Partnership with Limited-Edition Custom-Fit
Gel Manicures

Introducing the ManiMe and Coca-Cola Collection, the first of
many partnered activations

NEWS RELEASE BY MANIME

ManiMe, the pioneer of custom-fit, stick-on gel manicures, and Coca-Cola have agreed to a three-

year partnership. To kick off, the two brands will launch a limited-edition collection of custom-fit

gel manicures.

The ManiMe and Coca-Cola Collection will feature six unique nail art designs that celebrate Coca-

Cola's iconic brand. Each design is a fresh perspective on Coca-Cola’s colors and iconography.

The ManiMe and Coca-Cola Collection will be available at http://manime.co/coca-cola, starting

on Feb. 28, 2022, while supplies last.

A Sign of Good Taste: a matte black mani gets upgraded with raised gel features that

showcase how Coca-Cola® is spelled in different languages and recognized worldwide.

Happiness in a Sip: a mix of bold Coca-Cola® Red and White checkers makes for the mix-

and-match mani of our dreams.

Always Coca-Cola®: a collage of Coca-Cola’s® most recognizable script makes for a

beautiful print for your nails.

Drink Coca-Cola®: a classic Coca-Cola® Red solid mani with the option to add accent nails

featuring iconic Coca-Cola® branding.

Red, White & You: a swirling motif of Coca-Cola® Red and White mimics the curvature of

Coca-Cola® iconic glass bottles and gives you the instantly refreshing mani.

Open Happiness: a silver-foil cuticle detailing on a grey base imitates cans of Coca-Cola®

and Coke®.

 

“The collaboration with Coca-Cola marks a milestone for ManiMe as it will be our most significant,

longest-standing collaboration and has the potential to expand our reach into new demographics

and markets. We are so inspired to be working with a brand with such an established history,” said

Jooyeon Song, ManiMe CEO, and founder. “The opportunities and gel designs are truly endless as
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we begin to plan the next three years of our partnership with The Coca-Cola Company’s portfolio

of brands.”

This partnership is the first time Coca-Cola will be working with an emerging startup beauty brand

rather than one with a global or regional presence. It reflects Coca-Cola's continued investment in

brands shaping the future of the consumer experience, which centers around personalization.

“We appreciate The Coca-Cola Company’s ability to recognize the important role of customization

for our respective industries,” said Laure Murciano, ManiMe Chief Marketing Officer. “Through our

partnership, ManiMe and Coca-Cola will bring a new level of innovation to the beauty industries,

all while delighting consumers with recognizable and wearable nail art designs.”

ManiMe and Coca-Cola share the same love of personalization. ManiMe provides custom-fit, stick-

on gel manicures through its patented 3D-modeling technologies while Coca-Cola provides

refreshing experiences for consumers globally with its food and beverage products.

“Throughout the years, Coca-Cola has created iconic visual assets that take our brand beyond the

food & beverage industry and into the realm of our customers' everyday lives. In partnership with

ManiMe, we can now offer the unique opportunity for our fans to capture these iconic moments

directly on their fingertips,” said Katie Wilhelm, Associate Licensing Manager, North America, The

Coca-Cola Company.

Learn more about the inspiration behind the ManiMe and Coca-Cola Collection at

http://manime.co/coca-cola. The ManiMe and Coca-Cola Collection can be purchased at

http://manime.co/coca-cola at $25 per gel set.
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About ManiMe: ManiMe is the leading beauty tech company that produces custom-fit,

stick on gel manicures and pedicures alongside a growing portfolio of personal care

products. ManiMe is the only brand creating bespoke vegan, non-toxic, and cruelty-free

gels. With its patented 3D modeling, machine learning, and laser cutting technologies,

ManiMe is transforming the consumer experience and emerging as a beauty innovator.

For more information, visit manime.co.
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